We exist to
MAKE DISCIPLES
who LIVE AND LOVE
LIKE JESUS, who
KNOW Him, who
GROW up in Him, and
who GO out for Him.

Discipleship:
Learning to Live and
Love Like Jesus
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Discipleship is dead or at best on life support.
A recent Barna study revealed that only one percent of
church leaders say, “today’s churches are doing very
well at discipling new and young believers!” The old
academic, mass production model is not producing
the desired life change. The
conventional thinking was that
DISCIPLESHIP
if people sat through enough
sermons, attended enough
is not a subject to
Bible studies, read enough
be studied, it’s a
Christian books, it would
relationship
produce Christ-like followers
of Jesus.
to be nurtured.
Here’s the problem, discipleship
is not a subject to be studied, it’s a relationship to be
nurtured. If you go back to the New Testament and
study Jesus’ methodology, you will find that Jesus
forsook the “sage on the stage” model for the “guide
at your side” approach. He focused the bulk of His
efforts on several small but intensely relational groups.
Here at NCC, we’re trying to recover and reclaim
Jesus’ strategy for making disciples. We don’t feel we
have it all figured out, but we are engaged in a serious
pursuit of making disciples who live and love like Jesus.
If you’re interested in becoming a disciple of Jesus, we
invite you to join us. The following pages will help to
explain our approach.
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Rediscovering the Jesus Model
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• Are you part of a
gathered crowd sitting
under the regular
teaching of God’s Word?
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The NCC Model
If you are serious about
following Jesus, similar
patterns should emerge in
your own life.
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We should look to the New
Testament not only to hear
Jesus’ message but to
discover His method. If you
study Jesus’ discipleship you
detect three broad patterns.
He spoke to the crowds, He
discipled in groups, and He
met with individuals.

Sp

The Jesus Model

Pathway Spiritually Essential
Groups Strategic
Triads
Friends
Leadership
Community

• Are you connected to a
group where you can do
life together and process truth with others on a
similar journey?
• Do you have one or two spiritually strategic friendships
with whom you can have safe, transparent and
accountable relationships?
• If you do, you’ve aligned yourself for true discipleship.
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for Discipleship
Jesus’ Discipleship Method
Jesus’ mandate to “make disciples
New Testament
teaching them to observe
discipleship targets
everything I’ve commanded you”
the head, the heart
(Matthew 28:19-20) goes beyond
informing the mind. It aims to shape
and the hands.
the character. It encompasses
tutoring the heart to forge godly
character as well as training disciples in practical ministry
skills. New Testament discipleship targets the head, the
heart, and the hands.

How we change
Thoughts
Feelings
Behaviors
The process of
transformation (what
God does) is inseparably
Habitual
Beliefs Emotions Habits
related to formation (what Patterns
we do) and the habits we
World Core
Life
form. When thoughts are
View Desires Style
repeated and reinforced
they become beliefs,
ME
habitual feelings become
emotions, and repeated
behaviors become habits.
If the process is repeated with sufficient frequency and
duration, it will change your world view, core desires,
and life-style. In other words, it will create a new “me.”
That is what happens to Jesus’ disciples. It doesn’t happen
overnight, but it does happen.
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Where We’re Going to Take You
George Barna, the pollster,
did significant research on
Successful discipleship
American churches that
requires a clear picture of
were making true disciples.
His findings noted two
where you are going and a
unmistakable patterns:
simple strategy to get there.
1. They had a clear picture
of where they were trying
to take people.
2. They had a simple strategy to get them there.
The NCC Discipleship Pathway is our answer to
“where are we going to take you?” You’ll notice that
the journey of discipleship is not linear but circuitous,
with twists and turns and revisiting familiar places
again and again.

Note that discipleship is…
Holistic – It is not compartmentalized into merely a
Sunday experience. Discipleship encompasses our
work, our family, our finances – all of life every day of
the week.
Lifelong – It is more than an initial conversion; it is a
lifetime process of aligning and re-aligning ourselves
under the Lordship of Jesus.
Relational – It is not primarily about plugging into
programs. It’s about connecting into relationships,
because God grows us through people.
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The NCC Discipleship Pathway

What I Love About My Small Group...
“I love the wise counsel and intergenerational perspective. It’s helped
me approach my family, work, church
involvement, and marriage in a godly way.”
Drew Snyder

“I love that our small group has become
so important to my children. The adults are
invested in my kids. They are safe adults that
I know my kids can turn to if needed. I know
they will speak truth to my kids in a way that
I can’t as a parent.”
Kate Kiggins

“Through the NCC Discipleship Pathway,
we can see just where our faith journey
is and how our journey has grown in
small groups.”
Ben Gryskewicz, Small Group Leader

“My ladies’ small group has formed a group
text that helps to keep us accountable in
sharing ups and downs of our week, praises,
prayer requests, sharing Scripture enabling
each of us to grow in our relationships and
walk with the Lord.”
Stephanie Haff
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How We’re Going to Get You Th
The NCC Discipleship Pyramid answers “how are we going
to get you there?”
The pyramid reflects the various strands of NCC culture
where the Pathway curriculum is interwoven and regularly
reinforced.

The NCC Discipleship Pyramid

New Members Class
You’ll be introduced to the 15-Day Devotional, a series of
brief daily devotionals unpacking each of the fifteen steps
of the Discipleship Pathway.
Discipleship Pathway Groups
Short-term small groups (3-6 weeks) strategically focused
on each of the Pathway Steps.
Small Groups
Long-term small groups where you can dive deeper
into the Pathway curricula in the context of supportive
communities where relationships can flourish.
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ere...
Worship Services
Message series are regularly
linked to the Pathway steps.
Self- Directed Study
Pastors make themselves
available to guide you to books
and other resources for those
who want to go deeper in
personal study.

“Whatever people see and
hear over time will enter
their hearts and put them
on auto pilot.”
Sam Adeyemi, Nigerian Pastor

What I Love About
Discipleship Essentials...
The most significant catalyst in my
discipleship journey has been meeting a
passionate disciple. Her passion served to
mentor me to do and become the same.
Marcia Semper

Discipleship Essentials was surprisingly
transformative with two other women in
different life stages. What God did in the
midst of this triad was truly remarkable.
God built deep authentic community.
Ann Snyder

What I Love
About Leadership
Community...
God has used Leadership Community
to encourage me to grow into a
leadership role and to push me to
study and pursue my passion for
integrating work and worship.
Mike Arvay

God has used Leadership Community
to give me sound principles and
insights into how I can make our small
group more transformational.
Eric Templin
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NCC Ministry Map
Think of the
ministry map as
the front cover
of a jigsaw
puzzle. You can
put the puzzle
together faster
when you see
how the pieces
fit together.
Think of it as a global map, as well, with a Northern
Hemisphere, Southern Hemisphere and an Equatorial Zone.
The Northern Hemisphere represents the Sunday service
where we want to help people
connect with God. The Southern
DISCIPLESHIP happens Hemisphere is made up of small
groups and serving teams. There
when people move
is a range of benefits unique to
the Southern Hemisphere that
beyond the crowd
can’t happen in the Northern
into opportunities for
Hemisphere. Discipleship happens
community and service. when people move beyond the
crowd (Northern Hemisphere)
into opportunities for community
and service (Southern Hemisphere). The Equatorial Zone
facilitates movement from one hemisphere to the other by
providing one-time social experiences that broaden your
base of relationships.
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“Life change is catalyzed
from the pulpit
but maximized in
small groups.”
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A Personal Challenge
If you are sensing the call of Jesus to “follow me,” then take a risk,
move beyond the crowd, and become an engaged participant
rather than a passive spectator. If you do, you will discover Jesus’
promise that He is “the Way, the Truth, and the Life.” (John 14:6)

How to respond to this challenge…
You are part of a church that takes discipleship seriously. You CAN
learn to live more and love more like Jesus! It can happen, and
God is on your side in this. So…
• Ask and answer these questions from page 4 of this brochure.
Talk them over with someone you are on the journey with:
– Am I part of a gathered crowd sitting under the regular
teaching of God’s Word?
– Am I connected to a group where I do life with others on the
journey and process truth? If not, is it time to reengage?
– Do I have one or two spiritually strategic friendships where
I can have safe, transparent, accountable conversations
about my movement toward the life of Jesus? If not, ask God
to show you who He has brought into your life to fill this role.
• And one more;
What do the patterns of my life put me on auto-pilot to
become? What needs to change in those patterns?
Jesus is in the business of reproducing His beautiful life in you. We
can’t wait to see it happen!

Church: 3100 Wexford Road, Wexford, PA 15090
Office: 6200 Brooktree Road, Suite 300, Wexford, PA 15090
724.935.0909
general@NCCinWexford.org

www.NCCinWexford.org

